
through the mirror sky.

It hovers over skyscrapers.

People drop pearls from their eyes.

She picks up the pearls and drives to the sea, where she 

tries to skip them like rocks. They roll in her hands, 

collapse into the waves, get caught in the crevices, vanish 

down impossible fissures…

They coalesce under the water in luminous patches.

After several months people go to look for their pearls. 

They begin with day trips but eventually stay overnight in 

the undersea reefs.

Each person is an explorer.

Innumerable discoveries are made.

Some discoveries are made into lockets.

Some prompt people to move.

Some discoveries heal the passage of time, but then another 

discovery is made, and time is thought to be 

without passage.

Some discoveries take years to accept.

Some are immediately forgotten.

Some are offered to friends as something else.

Some are only visible above the sea.

Some discoveries exist for just a moment.

Some make exploring easier, faster, more fulfilling.

Some can be whatever you want.

I am reading one right now.

She lives in one of the crystal petals of the constellation.

In a wing called starfish.

And in the multiple arms, or bodies when her eyes were 

open, along with all the others of the stone sea.

The sky, a hundred mirrors, sets once every ten days until 

the eleventh day when it grows.

The waves came in lost languages.

The starfish looked like a country.

The official version omitted everything that didn’t glow.

She lives on the borderland, which is itself one of the 

feathers on the wing.

She uses pink most frequently but also indigo 

and a dreaming blue.

The collarbone is always made from the most delicate 

shells, having been collected from long walks holding 

hands with the novella.

She enjoys creature comforts, handmade shawls made from 

unspeakable patterns back when the costume designers 

were open for business.

Every window is decorated with her favourite planet.

The planets spin between worlds as worlds.

The wing is spinning toward someone else’s window; her 

favourite planet dissolves.

When she wakes, the planet wakes, too.

The sun moves easily through the stone sea; 

it flies assuredly
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